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Santa Monica Street Smarts: $23M Contemporary Gem
On La Mesa Drive
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In LA, streets have become just as important as zip codes.
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And no where is that more true than in Santa Monica where a stunning $23M contemporary
gem, located on the most coveted street in town, La Mesa Drive, has just hit the market.
Recently renovated, this 5 bedroom, 7 bathroom, 9,296 square foot property is a style seeker's
dream with expansive skylights, exquisite ﬁnishes, and slick appliances, multiple living rooms, a
standout dining space, a pool surrounded by lush greenery, and a view of the historic Riviera
Golf Course that can’t be beat.
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2121 La Mesa Drive is a looker from start to ﬁnish with a modern entryway that drops you into
the main level (which opens up to the ﬁrst of the two living areas). Not far oﬀ is the Downsview
kitchen that not only features luxe gray and white marble countertops, lacquered white
cabinets, and the aforementioned state of the art appliances, but the space segues to a sliding
door with golf course views and an al fresco dining space.

The entire property is a welcoming mix of luxury and nature as natural light ﬂoods many of the
rooms, including the opulent master suite that opens to the pool deck area. The master suite is
also home to a massive walk-in closet, a decadent marble ﬁnished master bathroom, and an
additional space which could be used as an on-suite spa or gym.

Almost as equally enticing as the master suite are the upper west wing guest suites. The spaces
make being a houseguest as luxurious as being a hotel guest. Here guests can even enjoy the
privacy of their own kitchenette. And on the upper east wing are two additional suites with
separate lounge areas.

No extravagance goes forgotten in this property as it boasts smart technology, a private
theater, ideal for intimate viewing parties, a wet bar with climate controlled wine storage for
over 800 bottles, and an outdoor retreat that captivates not only with picturesque views, but a
modern spa along with a stone ﬁrepit and plush outdoor furnishings.
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